Payments Solutions
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Data enables us to track payments processes and enable users. Better and effective payments journey with global payments firms and financial technology.

100+ professionals
conduct ongoing research.

24-hour data
continuously
collected.

17 languages
spoken.

Info compiled, validated and reviewed
from 300+ official sources.

Where there isn’t an official central source, we go directly to the banks.

Issues are constantly monitored for clearing code and network changes. We do not passively wait for information to be pushed to us.

We track the age of our data, and present the validation date within our solutions.

235+ countries
covered.

We provide full branch code identifiers and ensure you have what you need to avoid payment delays.

LexisNexis® Risk Solutions includes seven brands that span multiple industries and sectors. We harness the power of data, sophisticated analytics platforms and technology solutions to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers. For more information, please visit LexisNexis Risk Solutions and RELX.
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